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Heavy fog in Pakistan (11)
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A man collects wood to be used as fuel for cooking on a foggy morning in the eastern city of Lahore, Pakistan, Thursday, Jan. 17, 2019. Various cities in eastern and central Pakistan continue to experience heavy fog, disrupting air and road transportation. (AP Photo/K.M. Chaudary)
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A Pakistani vendor makes his way through the fog in the eastern city of Lahore, Pakistan, Thursday, Jan. 17, 2019. Various cities in eastern and central Pakistan continue to experience heavy fog, disrupting air and road transportation. (AP Photo/K.M. Chaudary)
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Pakistani children on their way to school on a foggy morning in the eastern city of Lahore, Pakistan, Thursday, Jan. 17, 2019. Various cities in eastern and central Pakistan continue to experience heavy fog, disrupting air and road transportation. (AP Photo/K.M. Chaudary)
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A Pakistani man rides on his loaded horse-cart on a road amid heavy fog and smog conditions in Lahore on January 17, 2019. - Smog levels spike during winter in southern Pakistan, when air quality often eclipses the World Health Organization's safe levels. Cooler air traps pollutants -- such as from vehicles, building sites and farmers burning crops in regions outside the Indian capital -- close to the ground. (Photo by ARIF ALI / AFP)
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Pakistani men ride on their loaded donkey-carts on a road amid heavy fog and smog conditions in Lahore on January 17, 2019. - Smog levels spike during winter in southern Pakistan, when air quality often eclipses the World Health Organization's safe levels. Cooler air traps pollutants -- such as from vehicles, building sites and farmers burning crops in regions outside the Indian capital -- close to the ground. (Photo by ARIF ALI / AFP)
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A Pakistani vendor pushes his corn-cart on a road amid heavy fog and smog conditions in Lahore on January 17, 2019. - Smog levels spike during winter in southern Pakistan, when air quality often eclipses the World Health Organization's safe levels. Cooler air traps pollutants -- such as from vehicles, building sites and farmers burning crops in regions outside the Indian capital -- close to the ground. (Photo by ARIF ALI / AFP)
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A Pakistani man pushes his swing on a road amid heavy fog and smog conditions in Lahore on January 17, 2019. - Smog levels spike during winter in southern Pakistan, when air quality often eclipses the World Health Organization's safe levels. Cooler air traps pollutants -- such as from vehicles, building sites and farmers burning crops in regions outside the Indian capital -- close to the ground. (Photo by ARIF ALI / AFP)
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Pakistani residents sit around a wood fire alongside a road amid heavy fog and smog conditions in Lahore on January 17, 2019. - Smog levels spike during winter in southern Pakistan, when air quality often eclipses the World Health Organization's safe levels. Cooler air traps pollutants -- such as from vehicles, building sites and farmers burning crops in regions outside the Indian capital -- close to the ground. (Photo by ARIF ALI / AFP)
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Pakistani mothers walk with their children toward school alongside a road amid heavy fog and smog conditions in Lahore on January 17, 2019. - Smog levels spike during winter in southern Pakistan, when air quality often eclipses the World Health Organization's safe levels. Cooler air traps pollutants -- such as from vehicles, building sites and farmers burning crops in regions outside the Indian capital -- close to the ground. (Photo by ARIF ALI / AFP)
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Pakistani school children stand around a wood fire as they wait for transport alongside a road amid heavy fog and smog conditions in Lahore on January 17, 2019. - Smog levels spike during winter in southern Pakistan, when air quality often eclipses the World Health Organization's safe levels. Cooler air traps pollutants -- such as from vehicles, building sites and farmers burning crops in regions outside the Indian capital -- close to the ground. (Photo by ARIF ALI / AFP)
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TOPSHOT - Pakistani residents sit around a wood fire alongside a road amid heavy fog and smog conditions in Lahore on January 17, 2019. - Smog levels spike during winter in southern Pakistan, when air quality often eclipses the World Health Organization's safe levels. Cooler air traps pollutants -- such as from vehicles, building sites and farmers burning crops in regions outside the Indian capital -- close to the ground. (Photo by ARIF ALI / AFP)
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